Interview questions:

Done - scrum
Collections concepts
How do write ur script
Oops concept with the flow in ur project

Which one is best in below?

String str = "welcome"
String str = new String("welcome")

How many objects will be created, how instance.
What is new keyword?

What is interface?

Collections concepts:
Which one will u use.
why List?
Why Map n where have u used in ur project?
What is the definition of regression testing?
Explain Agile in detail?
What is the term done mean in Agile?
Manual Testing:

Example: WhatsApp

5 Test cases for this scenario “critical one”

How many members in your team, what are their roles.

What will you do in the review meeting

How will you prioritize your test cases

How will you test a text box, right the flow

String str = new String("welcome")

In this, how many reference, object, instance will be created??